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To: Michelle Combs/ARRBcc: (bcc: Non-Record/ARRB)From: Irene Marr/ARRBDate: 10/17/97 10:53:46 

AMSubject: Re: J-Track ProjectsAs you requested, the update on my J-Track projects is as follows:Projects near 

completion:CIA-11 Silvia Duran: Need to follow up on FBI lead, have response back fm CIA, will finish wrap-up 

memo over next couple of weeks.Electronic/Photo Surveillance of Cuba/USSR Need to finish search of mystery 

man photos will assign to intern next week Completed review of microfilm files Will complete wrap-up memo 

after verifying photo coverage.CIA-XX Electronic Bugs in Mexico City Submitted draft of request to Jeremy; 

awaiting responseCIA-XX Mexico City Surveillance Debriefing of Sources Submitted draft of request to Jeremy; 

awaiting response.Marita Lorenz Received response from INS; no files Awaiting response from DEA, but have 

reported that they do have a file; Ron is acting as POCLetter to Nechiporenko Completed draft of letter August 

1996 but was never acted on. Need to update and submit new draft. Will address this over next couple of 

weeks. I believe Jeremy wanted to be involved in the response, I will discuss more with him.Completed 

Projects: Calvillo Win Scott documents in Russ Holmes files Several of the sub tasks related to Mexico City 

SurveillanceProjects of highest priority:LBJ Library Referrals (in progress but not near completion)Silvia Duran 

wrap up and response to Peter Dale ScottAll Mexico CIty Surveillance ProjectsOswald Voice Tape (in progress, 

but not near completion)Projects most interested in completingAll projects listed in highest priority plus CIA 

Media/Press contacts wrap up memo and letter to Weisburg, have made initial progress but need response to 

CIA request on subject.Projects not going anywhereCIA-06 Cable Traffic : awaiting response from CIACIA-14 

Annual Station Reports from Mexico City: awaiting response from CIACIA-20 Watch Committee: Not clear if 

this was reassigned or not. The last time I spoke with Jeremy about this he reassigned it back to me, but since 

you've already done most of the work on it, it makes sense for you to handle it. To avoid further confusion, 

this one should probably removed from my list of projects. CIA Intelligence on Mexico:I have not acted on this 

yet because I want to ensure that we aren't reinventing the wheel.This was one of Kermit's pet projects. I am 

interested in doing this however it seems that it should really be an NSA request. We can discuss this in 

person.Hotel Luma and Franz Waehauf suggestion by Russell in 3/24/94: Have collected references but have 

not had chance to follow up further. This could be a candidate for a new team member.Additional 

Information/problemsI am holding off on the Duran report because I wanted to follow up on an FBI lead. Once 

I complete this step I can finish my wrap up. The LBJ Library referrals will be an ongoing project.Since a 

number of the J-track projects concern Mexico City surveillance, I propose that these be consolidated.CIA 

Media/PressContacts- I have made some progress, but still awaiting response from CIA.To: Bob Skwirot/ARRB, 
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